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Revised and Expanded Edition In this new revised edition of his groundbreaking work, Professor
J. Budziszewski questions the modern assumption that moral truths are unknowable. With clear
and logical arguments he rehabilitates the natural law tradition and restores confidence in a
moral code based upon human nature.What We Can't Not Know explains the rational foundation
of what we all really know to be right and wrong and shows how that foundation has been kicked
out from under western society. Having gone through stages of atheism and nihilism in his own
search for truth, Budziszewski understands the philosophical and personal roots of moral
relativism. With wisdom born of both experience and rigorous intellectual inquiry, he offers a firm
foothold to those who are attempting either to understand or to defend the reasonableness of
traditional morality.While natural law bridges the chasms that can be caused by religious and
philosophical differences, Budziszewski believes that natural law theory has entered a new
phase, in which theology will again have pride of place. While religious belief might appear to
hamper the search for common ground, Budziszewski demonstrates that it is not an obstacle,
but a pathway to apprehending universal norms of behavior.

From Publishers WeeklyOnce upon a time, Budziszewski contends, a common moral ground
existed so that all cultures could agree on moral absolutes. In contemporary society, however,
such mutual ground has given way to shifting moral sands and new "situational" ethics.
According to Budziszewski, an associate professor of government and philosophy at the
University of Texas, none of these new systems offers strong moral foundations. Very simply, he
argues, we all have deep inside us a moral regulator-our conscience-that tells us right from
wrong. This conscience is part of our human nature, and the law that it writes on our hearts is the
natural law of God. Thus, contends Budziszewski, we all know it's wrong to murder, steal, lie,
commit adultery or have abortions because our conscience tells us so. No matter how we justify
cheating on a spouse, he argues that "we can't not know" the activity is wrong. Budziszewski
finds fault with every ethical system but his own because they fail to account for this natural,
absolute law written in our hearts. He also egregiously misrepresents certain philosophical
positions to make his case. He mistakenly presents utilitarianism, for example, as an ethical
system guided by the principle of pleasure instead of emphasizing utilitarianism's focus on the
greatest good for the greatest number. Despite his tendency to make straw men out of the
systems he opposes, Budziszewski passionately and polemically challenges what he sees as
the moral shortcomings of contemporary society.Copyright 2003 Reed Business Information,
Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the Inside FlapWe
are passing through an eerie phase of history in which the things that everyone really knows are
treated as unheard of, a time in which the elements of common decency are themselves



attacked as indecent. But J. Budziszewski, author of the acclaimed Revenge of Conscience,
sets out to explore the lost world of common moral truths—what we all really know about right
and wrong.Bolstering the confidence of plain people in their common moral sense,
Budziszewski explains its rational foundations and why it is under attack. His bracing account
prepares us to address the uncertain, the disoriented, and the self-deceived among our
neighbors in a way which may bring them back to moral sanity."A gentle but incisive diagnosis of
our daily evasions and rationalizations." Russell Hittinger, University of TulsaInside Back FlapJ.
BUDZISZEWSKI is an associate professor of government and philosophy at the University of
Texas. He is the author of The Revenge of Conscience: Politics and the Fall of Man, Written on
the Heart: The Case for Natural Law, and How to Stay Christian in College."A few times in a
generation, if we are fortunate, moral intelligence finds a voice as lucid, engaging, and relentless
as that of J. Budziszewski." Richard John Neuhaus, Editor in Chief, First Things--This text refers
to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the Back Cover"A must-read for those
concerned about the state of American culture." Charles W. Colson, Chairman, Prison
Fellowship Ministries"A book that thinking people can’t not want to read." Richard John
Neuhaus, Editor in Chief, First Things"This book is meant to be thought, not just read." Michael
Novak, American Enterprise Institute"An antidote for the casual moral skepticism one
encounters at cocktail parties and in freshman philosophy classes." Robert P. George, Princeton
University"This book is very much the return of what can’t be permanently repressed." David
Novak, University of TorontoAlso from Spence PublishingThe Revenge of Conscience Politics
and the Fall of Man J. BudziszewskiA depraved conscience is the most destructive force in
political life. Though modern ideologies deny the existence of original sin, it is the source of our
great social evils. Blinded to this truth, we suppress our conscience until it is corrupted and,
taking its revenge, leads us to calamity. 1-890626-27-9 (paperback), $14.95"A timely, invaluably
educative book." Booklist (starred review)"Brilliant, penetrating . . . a great book." Chuck Colson,
BreakPointBAR CODE (1-890626-49-X, $27.95)--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.About the AuthorJ. BUDZISZEWSKI is a professor of government and
philosophy at the University of Texas at Austin. He is the author of The Revenge of Conscience,
Written on the Heart, and numerous other works of scholarship in political philosophy, as well as
a book for students, How to Stay Christian in College. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.From BooklistAccording to the natural law, a concept Christianity
adopted and modified from Greek and Roman philosophy, knowledge of God's existence and of
fundamental moral principles constitutes humanity's universal common sense. It isn't innate,
however, but must be inculcated through traditional moral systems, such as the Tao, the dharma,
and the Ten Commandments. Budziszewski invokes the last as best known to most of his
potential readers and cites Judaic and Christian scripture, yet this is no religious tract but a
philosophical exposition and a disputation on current moral attitudes and issues, especially
abortion. Framing the entire presentation in terms of a lost world of moral consensus,
Budziszewski says the natural law grounds a rational worldview that has been discredited by sin



and guilt, and displaced by worldviews grounded in sensation (he is particularly cogent on the
varieties of modern atheistic or agnostic feelings). But the natural law weltanschauung could be
reestablished, and Budziszewski concludes his superb "guide" with broad advice on how to do
so (for one thing, "we must repent abortion"). Ray OlsonCopyright © American Library
Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Review"Budziszewski passionately and polemically challenges what he sees as the moral
shortcomings of contemporary society." -- Publishers Weekly"Superb" -- Booklist"What We
Can't Not Know is a must-read for those concerned about the state of American culture." --
Chuck Colson, Prison Fellowship Ministries"powerful tool in the hands of preachers who want to
speak effectively to the moral crisis which grips our culture." -- Preaching Magazine --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the AuthorThis book is about the
lost world of common moral truths -- what we all really know about right and wrong. I hope to
achieve two things. The first is to bolster the confidence of plain people in the rational
foundations of their common moral sense. This requires not only explaining what these
foundations are, but also explaining why this common sense is under attack -- especially
explaining how it is even possible for what we all really know to be denied, and why this doesn't
mean that isn't really known. The second goal is to present the explanation in such a way that all
of the people who think and write about the common truths can achieve a firmer alliance in their
defense. This is necessary because the traditions which do affirm the common truths speak in
such different ways that the unanimity of their affirmation is obscured.My goal is less to present
my own theory (though of course I have one) than to defend the universal moral inheritance of
the human race. Because many are hostile to this universal inheritance, I expect to hit a few
nerves. That may make it a bit harder than usual to know whether the more hysterical sort of
reviewer is reacting to what I've actually said, or merely expressing fury against things like the
Ten Commandments. For this reason, I encourage potential readers to read Ebook Tops's
samples from the book and decide for themselves what they think. Happy reading!--This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Sean Nolan, “Primer on the natural law - seminal work. Budziszewski was clearly blessed with
one of the greater minds in modern Christendom. Praise God that he is willing to share it with
others. Regardless of whether you share his Roman Catholic faith, or come from a Reformed/
Baptistic Tradition (such as myself) there is much to contend in this book. He is the undisputed
living expert on the natural law and this is, perhaps, the best primer on the subject. I return to it
often and find it has influenced my preaching, teaching, and discipling in profound ways. There
are few books like this and I count this among the top ten most influential books that have
shaped me.”

Ronald C. Payne, “Great Intro Into Natural Law Theory With Some Major Flaws. This was a real
fun read. The author, J. B., writes with conversational eloquence that makes it easy to engage
with his thinking and argumentation. i already come to the subject knowing a bit about natural
law but still found this to be a good work on exploring the foundations of the theory, which I take
to be the best theory of morality available. I agree with the author that there are things we can't
not know and that we humans have a great desire to deny this knowledge lest our consciences
weigh us down with accusatory guilt or haunt us via the other Furies. My main criticism of the
book is that J.B. does not defend his controversial points well enough with evidence and that he
gets off on blatantly theological tangents that make the whole theory seem something
parochially Christian. There are several examples of this, the most glaring being his argument
that knowledge of God is part of the natural law. This may be true but he needs to defend it more
than just quote two atheists who hold to atheism for irrational 'reasons'. He could have cited
social science studies on the God concept readily apparent in children or through some other
means. In any case, this claim is a huge one and needed to be defended more extensively than
it in fact was. J.B.'s Intelligent Design part of the argument was odd and frankly off-putting. As a
Catholic, I thought he'd mention natural teleology, the four Aristotelian causes developed by
Aquinas that presuppose design in the final causation that is in nature. That would fit the
characterization of what he terms the witnesses of design as being something apparent to all
and being valid. Being valid here is key evolutionary biology since Darwin has been about
design though being apparent is explained through a blind natural process. In any case, this
discussion really takes another book at least and feels like it is just thrown in and expected to be
accepted.hat's great about this book is J.B.'s psychological analysis of human nature. He does
a good job of discussing abortion as being an obvious violation of the natural law and how
conscience gets its revenge on people who undertake it. Of the four witnesses he discusses to
natural law, the witnesses of deep conscience and natural consequences are what I thought to
be the most persuasive. He also did went further and discussed the "five Furies" that come after
a person who violates one of those things we can't not know. They are Remorse, Confession,
Atonement, Reconciliation. All these are legit responses from conscience when they are carried



out rightly but they can also be twisted by movements seeking to normalize evil behavior. J.B. is
great on this point. I would have preferred a more ecumenical C.S. Lewis-type approach in citing
common wisdom from around the world in support of the basics of natural law but still deeply
enjoyed his discussion of the Ten Commandments as being a good example of what we can't
not know. In all, this is a very good thought-provoking read. J.B. is writing this not to convince
those that are completely opposed to this view and I can tell by the one star reviews that he has
definitely gotten their ire. I agree that a book for that audience would have to be written very
differently if the aim is to rationally convince or at least get some respect. Being what it is, I can
see why it's gotten little respect from those completely outside. To those people, I would
recommend C.S. Lewis' The Abolition of Man over this book any day. As sort of a contemporary
update to Lewis' argument, I think this is a great read despite its inherent flaws.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “What we can't not know. I found this to be a well organized and written,
highly readable argument for the existence of absolute values of right and wrong that are
embedded in the conscience of every human being. The author uses the Ten Commandments
to express those absolute values. He clearly explains the effects of denying those values on
individuals and our society.Readers who buy into political correctness about homosexual
conduct, abortion and other fashionable no-longer-regarded-as-sinful behaviors will be seriously
offended by his straightforward rejection of such conduct. Those who struggle with the contrasts
between the politically correct moral fashions of the day and the urgings of their consciences will
find good reasons to listen to their consciences. Those who accept behavioral guidance from
their consciences will find powerful affirmations of their beliefs.”

Zach Cochran, “One of the most important books I've read. Reading this followed my first
reading of Kierkegaard's "The Sickness Unto Death" and a re-read of "The Lord of the Rings",
so I was in something of a unique frame of mind.To be fair, I'm already persuaded; what this
book provides is the language and the process of reasoning for me to better understand and
explain my own position. I wouldn't hesitate to include it in a library with Chesterton's
"Orthodoxy" or Lewis's "Mere Christianity". It's clearly written, well argued, and accessible. Other
reviews have detailed more of the content and the arguments made, so I won't summarize. I'll
simply add my endorsement, for what it's worth.”

Brad, “Provocative, Penetrating, Persuasive. Budziszewski combines his talents as philosopher
and psychologist in this deep yet eminently practical analysis of the natural law. His basic
premise is that natural law is what it is--an inescapable fact of life whether we accept it or not,
whether we like it or not. To the extent we deny or defy the natural law, we consciously or
unconsciously fall prey to all manner of psychological and spiritual corruption--denial,
rationalization, overcompensation, etc. He describes many "real world" examples of how this
plays out, often describing various responses to the issues of abortion and homosexuality. As I



read, I found myself continually thinking, "Yes--that is how I responded to that," or "That really is
what people do." His arguments, supported by powerful appeals to common sense and written
in plain everyday English, are very persuasive. If you are having trouble comprehending the
seemingly incomprehensible positions people take with regard to issues of life and faith, this
book is for you!”

Retired Dean, “Clear Thinking for a Confused Society. This is an excellent explanation of Natural
Law Theory and its application by one of its chief exponents. In addition, it gives an updated
defense to some of the more recent criticisms of Natural Law. The author also gives timely
critics of alternative law and moral perspectives. Professor Budziszewski writes with clarity in
the midst of a morally confused world.”

Héctor Guillermo Muñoz, “Útil. Aunque debo admitir que esperaba más de un libro como este, el
libro está lleno de semillas que nos pueden ayudar a comprender mejor la naturaleza humana,
vista desde el plan que ha sido diseñado para nosotros (y a comprender a la cultura que
muchas veces intenta negar esta realidad).”

jason b, “Great book. Helpful insights into natural law, could do with more general examples,
practical example of complex terms, but worth the read”

joseph m. sembrat, “This along with a few other books was like a thorough review of Aristotelian
and Thomistic philosophy. Amongst the several most exceptional books I have read in a long
time. This along with a few other books was like a thorough review of Aristotelian and Thomistic
philosophy, the only philosophy I regard as perfectly sane and in touch with reality!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Four Stars. Clear, concise, thorough, topical. Very helpful for
understanding contemporary social issues.”

The book by J Budziszewski has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 132 people have provided feedback.
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